When a client comes to EPS with their
abstract ideas, our expert team manages
every aspect of the project to ensure a
successful build, installation, and operation.

EPS SOLVES THE PROBLEMS OF THE PROJECT
• Taking on complex challenges, regardless
of the project’s size, scope, or scheduling.
• Applying our expertise in technical
direction and fabrication oversight to
keep a project moving forward.

CLIENT REPRESENTATION
• Specifying the right equipment for the
job without the biases of typical
equipment manufacturers.
• Advocating for the project on behalf of
the owner, and ensuring that vendors
come together for a cohesive project.

SCOPE OF SERVICES WE OVERSEE
• Technical Design
• Show Programming
• Electrical Design/
Engineering
• Mechanical
Engineering

• Structural
Engineering
• Fabrication
• Installation

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT

OMEGA MART

Location:
Las Vegas, Nevada
Year Opened:
2020

Building upon the success of its previous installation in Santa Fe, the
arts and entertainment group Meow Wolf planned to bring another
immersive and interactive experience to Las Vegas, based upon the
idea of a grocery store with hidden portals that transport guests to
other realities. EPS was brought in to translate the artists’ creative
visions into constructible designs that were built and then installed
inside the 25,000-square-foot facility. EPS coordinated with a large
project team to manage the facility model and deliver fabrication
drawings for dozens of walkable structures—from a double-helix slide
to multi-leveled catwalks and platforms. Multimedia art installations
are mounted across every wall and ceiling of Omega Mart. EPS
provided means of attachment, access and maintenance, as well
as coordination of power and data for all Audio, Video and Lighting
elements.

Services Provided:
Project Management
Mechanical Design
Structural Design
Client:
Meow Wolf

Established in 2007 in the entertainment capital of Las Vegas, EPS is
comprised of a talented team of mechanical and electrical designers,
engineers, project managers, artists, technicians, riggers, and installers
that are ready to work alongside our partners to take on any challenge.

CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN HOW EPS SOLVES PROJECT MANAGEMENT
EPSsolves.com
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